
THE MEMBERSHIP LOWDOWN

Connecting creative wedding

professionals with design-led couples

across the UK.



Welcome to our membership pack, and thank you for your

interest in joining The Wedding Collective.

We’re whole-heartedly in the business of marrying creative,

quality suppliers with the couples who are desperately searching

for them.

How do we do this? We showcase the best independent suppliers in

the UK in our curated online directory resource, ensuring the

crème de la crème of wedding offerings at all times.

Sound good? You can find stats and specifics to follow - and if it

sounds like a good fit we’d love to welcome you into the collective

fold.

Hello &
welcome
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We use strong SEO to get you showing up in potential couples’ searches, and we

utilise a clean, sleek and easy-to-use interface to keep them there once they’ve landed

on you. Our blog is also a hub of inspiration and advice, as well as the perfect place to

publicise announcements and updates to your business.

A strong online presence

We post twice daily on social media, making sure to keep it all killer no filler. We’ve

cemented ourselves as the go-to place online for unfussy, design-led wedding

inspiration by showing off our directory member’s incredible work and shouting about

their updates and announcements, as well as keeping our finger on the trend pulse.

With 20k+ followers on Instagram, we also benefit from the swipe-up feature on

stories, meaning we can send people directly to  your content in just one move.

Social media

Part of this community spirit resides in our regularly hosted meet-ups. They’re a great

chance to meet like-minded people and create genuine network connections. Many a

beautiful project has been born from them!

Meet-ups

How we get
you seen.



Our lock-down labour of love was our first foray

into print. It's sold incredibly well and the feedback

has been so encouraging. So watch this space for

another print project to get involved in soon.

The Annual

As photographers we know the struggle of being asked

to recommend other suppliers. Having TWC as a “one-

stop shop” brimming with reliable and stylish like-

minded suppliers we can confidently recommend has

proven to be a great asset to many of our businesses.

Whether it strengthens the networking between

suppliers, or allows suppliers to work together to all

create an exciting vision for a wedding, the community

spirit of the TWC has an important part to play.

Word of Mouth



The Website stats

USER SESSIONS

45k

PROFILE VIEWS

5/session

PAGE VIEWS

250k
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The Social stats

INSTAGRAM

21k followers

FACEBOOK

6.5k followers

PINTEREST

260k mthly users
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IMAGE: LISA-JANE

REAGAN HALLETT, CATERING

TWC offers a direct link to exactly the sort of

clients we’re looking for - creative couples looking

for something a bit different - allowing us to

concentrate on creating the weddings less ordinary

that we love so much

 

COM BOSSA, STATIONERY

Being part of the Wedding Collective isn’t just

another listing that may or may not generate some

interest and the occasional booking. Its a collective

of talented, like-minded people who have a true

passion. If you’re looking to join a community that

will help your business grow and provide a platform

for collaboration, sharing knowledge ... look no

further.

KATHRYN HANSON, CELEBRANT

I absolutely love being part of TWC. The enquiries that I

receive are wonderful - always so heartfelt and joyful,

with a real desire to creaate a ceremony that is creative,

genuine, and entirely theirs. Of the traffic to my website

from external sites, TWC is always my biggest source and

initiates incredible bookings.

LAURA IRONSIDE STUDIO

TWC have been such an incredible support for me especially

with the last year being so challenging. The team really want

to help and be there for their members, they work hard to

understand business needs and adapt to them. They really

champion your work and make it really simple for you to help

them do that well. There is also a real sense of community

behind the scenes which makes all the difference.

DAN DOLAN FILMS

Without a doubt our best and pretty much only marketing

investment that our small business makes, is having the support

of The Wedding Collective. The value we get for the money is

incredible - we feel fortunate to be in a list next to some of the

best in the business - which is a great ego boost - but beyond

everything we appreciate that the Wedding Collective is like no

other, it's not a cash cow, wanting to make money off the back

of others in the industry - its about shining a light on them.

During the crappiest year the wedding industry has known, we

knew we had the support of the team  - coming up with exciting

ideas for everyone collectively, but on a more personal level too.

We don't like being put in a group so to speak, but being part of

this one feels special and unique .
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Kind words.



Our proposal
Let’s cut a long story short, shall we? Our Collective is a wonderful group of talented, design-led suppliers who we want to shout about from the

rooftops. If you’re interested in us shouting about you too - a) thank you, we’re flattered! and b) all the details of what you get when you’re

welcomed into the Collective fold are here.

An online profile in our member directory

Promotion across all our social networks at peak times for optimum reach

Introductory supplier spotlight blog feature

A blog platform to promote your work as often as you like

Exposure via our online & print marketing campaigns

Opportunity to collaborate & create with fellow TWC suppliers

Invitation to TWC Member networking socials

Access to a friendly and supportive Business network

Exposure to a hard to reach, niche market of creative couples in the UK

Membership fees: 

Joining The Wedding Collective & becoming a membercosts £175/yr or £20/mth for your spot in our member directory.

Your membership gives you:
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Our mission is to share and celebrate

weddings of all sexual orientations, genders,

races, and abilities. We only accept members

who's business aims align with ours.

Inclusivity

Each category is limited to a certain amount

of members based on a factors including

style and location. 

Limited Memberships

If this sound like a good fit for you, we'd

love to hear from you!

hello@weddingcollective.

Get in touch!
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